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Effect of DIS Attack on 6TiSCH Network Formation
Alakesh Kalita , Student Member, IEEE, Alessandro Brighente ,

Manas Khatua , Member, IEEE, and Mauro Conti , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— The 6TiSCH standard provides minimum latency
and reliability in mission-critical IoT applications. To optimize
resource allocation during 6TiSCH network formation, IETF
released the 6TiSCH minimal configuration (6TiSCH-MC) stan-
dard. 6TiSCH-MC considered IETF’s IPv6 Routing Protocol for
Low power and Lossy network (RPL) as a routing protocol for
both upward and downward routing. In RPL, new joining nodes
or joined nodes transmit DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS)
requests to get routing information from the network. However,
we observe that malicious node(s) can severely affect 6TiSCH
networks by sending multiple DIS requests. In this letter, we show
and experimentally evaluate on real devices the impact of the
DIS attack during 6TiSCH networks formation. We show that
the attacker does not need expensive resources or access to
the network’s sensitive information to execute the DIS attack.
Our testbed experiments show that the DIS attack significantly
degrades the nodes’ joining time and energy consumption,
increasing them by 34% and 16%, respectively, compared to
normal functioning during 6TiSCH network formation.

Index Terms— 6TiSCH, DIS attack, network formation, RPL
attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4e Time Slotted Channel
Hopping (6TiSCH) standard is designed to provide reli-

able and delay-bounded multi-hop communication in low
power and lossy networks (LLNs) using the existing IPv6
network infrastructure [1], [2]. IETF’s 6TiSCH working group
released the 6TiSCH minimal configuration (6TiSCH-MC)
standard [3] for 6TiSCH network bootstrapping. The routing
protocol used by 6TiSCH-MC, i.e., Routing Protocol for Low
power and Lossy network (RPL) [4], is exposed to various
security threats, like selective forwarding attack, sinkhole
attack, sybil attack, hello flooding attack, and wormhole
attacks [5], [6]. Among these attacks, DODAG Information
Solicitation (DIS) attack targets the service availability, specif-
ically, the energy consumption of the legitimate nodes and the
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exhaustion of the network bandwidth. Although DIS attack has
been studied in the literature [7]–[9], its effect was not studied
on the 6TiSCH network, specifically on 6TiSCH network
formation. As the existing works on DIS attack are mainly
based on the previous version of IEEE 802.15.4 [10], they
did not consider that the control packets are transmitted in
shared cells only. In fact, in 6TiSCH-MC only one cell (known
as shared cell or minimal cell) in a slotframe1 should be
used for exchanging all types of bootstrapping control traffic,
such as Enhanced Beacon (EB), RPL control packets [4], Join
Request (JRQ), and Join Response (JRS) frames. The existing
works considered enough bandwidth for the transmission of
all the generated DIO packets due to DIS attack. However,
we observe that DIS attack can severely congest the shared
cell in 6TiSCH networks by forcing the nodes to contend for
shared cell at the same time.

In this letter, we thoroughly study the DIS attack on 6TiSCH
network using testbed experiments. Our testbed comprises a
root node, a malicious node, and 10 other 6TiSCH nodes which
join the network one by one. We investigate the effects of
the DIS attack in terms of joining time, energy consumption
of the nodes, and stability of the network. Our results show
that, without consuming much resources, a malicious node
can significantly increase the network formation time and
energy consumption of the other nodes while creating an
inconsistent/unstable network. During our testbed experiments,
the DIS attack degrades the joining time, increasing it by
34% compared to normal behaviour. Furthermore, it increases
the nodes energy consumption by 16%. In brief, the major
contributions of this work are as follows.

• We show the feasibility of DIS attack and its effect on
6TiSCH network formation. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first letter showing the feasibility and
impact of this attack in 6TiSCH network.

• We perform testbed experiments to show how DIS attack
can degrade the joining time, energy consumption of the
nodes, and stability of 6TiSCH network.

The rest of the letter is organized as follows. Section II
describes the procedure for 6TiSCH network formation and
DIO generating Trickle algorithm. Section III briefly describes
the DIS attack on RPL based 6TiSCH network. Section IV
describes the testbed experimental evaluation of DIS attack
on 6TiSCH network formation. Finally, Section V concludes
the letter.

1Slotframe is a collection of timeslots that repeats over time. A timeslot
is long enough (typically 10 ms) to transmit a packet and receive its
acknowledgement.
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II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide an overview of the main concepts
needed to understand the DIS attack and its effects on 6TiSCH
networks. We first describe the process that leads to 6TiSCH
network formation in Section II-A, and then describe the algo-
rithm that governs the DIO packet generation and transmission
in Section II-B.

A. Formation of 6TiSCH Networks

The join registrar/coordinator (JRC) or RPL root node
initiates the formation process by periodically broadcasting
EB frames. An EB frame contains the basic information of a
network, such as the JRC-id, the duration of a timeslot, the
number of timeslots in a slotframe, and the channel hopping
sequence. When pledges want to join the network, they are
unaware of the channel and time when already joined nodes
transmit their control packets. Pledges hence periodically scan
each channel for a fixed amount of time. When a pledge
receives a valid EB from an already joined node, it becomes
a TSCH synchronized node. If the pledge receives several
EBs from different joined nodes, it selects its parent based
on the value in the Join Metric field of the received EB
frames. The pledge synchronizes within the shared timeslot,
and remains idle in the other slots to save energy. To complete
the joining process, the TSCH synchronized node needs to
receive a valid DIO packet, which is multicasted/unicasted
by the RPL routing layer of the joined nodes. The DIO
packet contains all the necessary routing information required
to join the DODAG routing tree constructed by the RPL.
While waiting for the DIO packet, the TSCH synchronized
node exchanges JRQ and JRS control frames with the JRC
for secure enrollment. Once the secure enrollment is done and
the TSCH synchronized node receives a valid DIO packet,
the TSCH synchronized node becomes a 6TiSCH joined node
or RPL joined node. The formation of the entire network gets
completed when all the pledges complete their joining process.

Note that, according to the 6TiSCH-MC standard [3], all
types of control packets need to be transmitted/exchanged by
all nodes in the shared cell of a slotframe. Hence, nodes need
to contend for the channel access associated with the shared
cell before transmitting their control packets.

B. Trickle Algorithm

The Trickle algorithm controls the generation and trans-
mission rate of DIO packets to save network bandwidth and
nodes’ energy. Many parameters are used in Trickle algorithm
to generate and transmit DIO packets. The used parameters
along with different Trickle steps are described as follows.

• The Trickle algorithm starts with minimum DIO genera-
tion interval Imin.

• The generation interval I is doubled after each interval,
until the interval reaches the maximum DIO generation
interval Imax in a steady network.

• In every interval I , each node selects a random time
t ∈ [ I

2 , I].
• From the interval beginning to t, the node maintains a

counter c to keep track of the number of consistent DIO

packets transmitted by other neighbor nodes. This period
is called the listen-only period of the node.

• During the listen-only period, if the counter c surpluses
the value of predefined (and fixed for all nodes) redun-
dancy constant k, then the node suppresses the generated
DIO packet. Otherwise, it is transmitted. The value c is
reset to 0 after each interval.

• In case of events such as inconsistency in the network,
reception of multicast DIS packet, and DODAG version
changed, I is reset to the minimum interval Imin.

Note that the network administrator sets the values of Imin,
Imax and k at the beginning and keeps unchanged. As previ-
ously mentioned, DIO packets are transmitted in shared cells
in 6TiSCH networks. Therefore, a node needs to wait for a
shared cell after the listen-only period to transmit its generated
DIO packet.

III. DIS ATTACK IN 6TISCH NETWORK

The main goal of a DIS attack is to increase the number
of transmission of DIO packets in the network, resulting in
increased energy consumption by the joined nodes as well as
congestion in the shared cell. A congested shared cell will lead
to further delay in the transmission of the required control
packets, and thus degrades the performance of the network.
A malicious user could exploit one of the the Trickle algorithm
resetting conditions to increase the congestion level in the
shared cell. A node transmits DIS packets when it does not
receive DIO packets for some configurable period of time
during/after its joining process. Upon receiving a DIS packet,
the already joined node resets the DIO generation interval
I to Imin. This leads to frequent and bursty transmission
of DIO packets in the network. In brief, when a legitimate
joined node receives a DIS request packet, it assumes that
a pledge is probing for network configuration to join the
network. Note that a node resets I only when it receives
multicast DIS request packets. Otherwise, it does not reset
the Trickle algorithm, as the node needs to transmit only one
DIO packet to the DIS requesting node. If a malicious node
intentionally starts transmitting its multicast DIS packets after
a certain pre-configured time interval, the receiving legitimates
joined nodes reset their Trickle algorithm. This results in
frequent transmission of DIO packets (by the DIS receiving
joined node) in the network assuming that either the network
is inconsistent or a pledge wants to join it. Furthermore, when
a node receives unicast DIS packets, it immediately trans-
mits its DIO packet without following the DIO suppression
mechanism of the Trickle algorithm. This results in quick
energy draining of the DIO transmitting nodes. Furthermore,
in 6TiSCH network, both DIS and DIO packets are transmitted
in the shared cell of a slotframe. Therefore, when the nodes
reset their Trickle algorithm and start transmitting DIO packets
frequently, it results in the congestion of the shared cell. Such
high congestion in shared cell has a significant impact on the
joining time of the pledges [11]–[14]. This DIS attack becomes
very difficult to detect when the malicious node transmits DIS
packets with modified fictitious identities (i.e., fake EUI64
address) [7]. In this scenario, the detection algorithms provided
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Fig. 1. DIS attacks and its affect on 6TiSCH network.

in [8] and [9] do not work effectively as solutions, as they are
based on nodes’ unique EUI64 addresses.

Fig. 1 shows the scenario of DIS attack considering a
6TiSCH network consisting of 8 nodes, including the root
node R© and the malicious node M©. In Fig. 1(a), the mali-
cious node M© multicasts DIS request packets in the network.
In Fig. 1(b), to give response to that DIS request, the neighbor-
ing legitimate joined nodes reset their Trickle algorithm and
start transmitting their DIO packets in the shared cells. This
creates a flooding of DIO packets in the network. Furthermore,
as the nodes reset their Trickle algorithm at the same time,
so all the nodes participate in the contention race together to
transmit their generated DIO packet, which creates congestion
in the network. Fig. 1(c) shows the congestion in shared cell
before and after the DIS attack. This congestion in shared
cell forces the pledges to wait for more time to receive the
control packets needed to join the network. Hence, it increases
the pledges’ joining time and their energy consumption, due
to longer channel scanning time. The already joined node
also consumes more energy while transmitting DIO packets
unnecessarily.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To analyze the effect of DIS attack in RPL based 6TiSCH
network during its formation, we design a set of testbed exper-
iments. We use the open-source Contiki-NG2 operating
system to generate the binary executable files, which is flashed
in Texas Instruments (TI)’s CC2650 SensorTag and
CC2650 Launchpad devices. Contiki-NG OS, CC2650
SensorTag, and CC2650 Launchpad devices support
the 6TiSCH communication architecture. In the experimental
setup, we program a CC2650 Launchpad device as JRC
or RPL root node and another CC2650 Launchpad device
as a malicious node while leaving other nodes as legitimate

2https://www.contiki-ng.org/

Fig. 2. Experimental testbed.

6TiSCH nodes. In the experiments, we consider a slotframe
size equal to 100 timeslots, where each timeslot’s duration
is 10 ms. We allow each node to generate its EB frame
after every 4 s and the legitimate nodes to transmit their
DIO packets following the Trickle Algorithm. We use a total
number of 16 channels in the network. The JRC starts forming
the network and the pledges join the network one by one. The
malicious node also joins the network as legitimate node, and
is programmed to transmit a periodic multicast DIS request
every 60 s.

We consider the following four metrics to validate the
effects of a DIS attack to the 6TiSCH network formation. The
TSCH synchronization time of a pledge is the time needed
to become a TSCH synchronized node after receiving a valid
EB frame. The 6TiSCH joining time is the time needed for a
node to become a 6TiSCH joined node. This time is important
because a node can only transmit its control packets for further
expansion of the network after becoming a 6TiSCH joined
node. The number of parent changes represents the amount of
network stability, as parents are changed when a node does
not receive any control packet. Lastly, we consider the energy
consumption of the nodes during the formation of 6TiSCH
network. The resource-constrained IoT devices get limited
power supply. Hence, the energy consumption of the nodes
is of major importance for longer network lifetime.

We run the experiments both in the presence of a malicious
node and without the malicious node following the resource
allocation policy of 6TiSCH-MC standard. We run each set
of experiments 10 times, and results show the average of the
obtained results. All figures also show, on top of each bar, the
percentage of increase of the considered metric due to DIS
attack. Note that at the beginning, we allow the malicious
node to join as a pledge to get the synchronization details
of the network. Therefore, the malicious node does not per-
form the DIS attack before getting synchronized (i.e., before
receiving an EB frame) with the network.

Fig. 3a shows the TSCH synchronization time of the nodes
with and without the malicious node. The malicious node,
after receiving an EB frame, starts performing DIS attack
every 60 s. As previously mentioned, after receiving multicast
DIS request, the joined nodes reset their Trickle algorithm
and start transmitting mulitcast DIO packet in shared cells,
resulting in congestion and packets collisions. Instead, with-
out the malicious node, congestion is less compared to that
obtained in the presence of malicious node. So, the TSCH
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Fig. 3. Testbed experimental results on average joining times.

Fig. 4. Testbed experimental results on network stability and energy
consumption by the nodes.

synchronization time is smaller without the malicious node.
Fig. 3b shows a similar behavior on 6TiSCH joining time of
the nodes. The excessive and unnecessary transmission of the
DIO packets affects the transmission of other control packets,
which significantly increases the 6TiSCH joining time of the
nodes. Furthermore, a node is allowed to transmit its control
packets only after completely joining the 6TiSCH network.
Therefore, the nodes present at the multihop distance from
the root node (i.e., JRC) need to wait more time to complete
their parents’ joining process.

Fig. 4a shows the number of parent changed by each
legitimate node during the experiments. We observe that the
legitimate nodes neither can efficiently transmit their control
packets (such as unicast DIS), nor they receive other control
packets (such as EB, DIO) for long time due to congestion in
the shared cell because of DIS attack. Hence, the nodes get
de-synchronized with the TSCH network and try to re-join
as fresh pledges, which increases the parent switching count.
Note that after re-joining the network, the value of parent
switching count of the node is increased by one even if it joins
the same parent. This increased number of parent changes
affects the network stability and increases the control packet
overhead in the network, which further increases the energy
consumption of the nodes.

Fig. 4b shows the average charge consumption of the nodes
during the experiments which is directly proportional to the
energy consumption of the nodes. We calculated the charge
consumption of the nodes from their radio duty cycles obtained
from the Contiki-NG’s “energest” module as described in
the work in [13]. The already joined nodes unnecessarily
transmit DIO packets in the network due to the DIS attack,
increasing the energy consumption of the DIO transmitting

joined nodes by approximately 16%. On the other hand, the
malicious node consumes an average 2245.9 mC in one hour,
which is less/similar compared to that in the legitimate nodes.
This increasing energy consumption of the nodes shortens
the network lifetime, thus requiring frequent battery charging
sessions or node replacements.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we showed the impact of DIS attack on
6TiSCH network formation. From the experiments, it can be
seen that the DIS attack significantly increases the synchro-
nization and joining time of pledges. It also increases the
energy consumption of the nodes, and so significantly impacts
on the network’s lifetime. We showed that the malicious node
does not require a large amount of energy to create impact
on the network performance. Furthermore, the malicious node
does not need sensitive information (e.g., cryptographic keys)
to perform the DIS attack. It just needs to get synchronized
with the network, specifically, to know the timeslot and
channel where the joined nodes transmit their control packets.
In the future, we plan to build a dataset by performing different
routing attacks in a real IoT network and use an efficient
machine learning technique to detect the attacks.
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